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HEY THERE،,

I’m Phillip Gibbs and THANK YOU for taking the time to request a copy of this guide.  

I try hard to make sure everything I create fits with two criteria. Number 1, it should be cool, well 
presented and a resource you can refer back to regularly to help you smash your goals and 
increase your profits.  If it looks cool your first impression will be a good one and you’ll actually 
continue to consume the content.  Number 2, it must be packed with genuinely helpful, down to 
earth, implementable guidance and backed up with options for further support.

After reading this, I hope you’ll agree it ticks both boxes.

Performance Based Marketing has been a fundamental aspect to helping me build two 7 figure 
businesses. Since 2004 I’ve implemented it in multiple ways in both offline and online 
businesses.

I love to understand what business owners consider their best marketing strategy.

Often these days people quote Facebook as their number one strategy and go on to say 
something like, “I’m able to get quality leads for just $1,98, it’s awesome. I love Facebook.”  

Now I totally get that. Facebook has completely changed the way we market and target people 
to generate leads, but the jobs not done there, you still have to nurture those leads and convert 
them into sales.
  
As always with marketing at each step there’s a conversion rate and a chunk of those leads, 
often 50 to 75%, will drop out and not proceed through to purchasing your product. 
 
This is always the frustrating part...paying out cash for the leads upfront knowing that more than 
half will probably never buy anything from you ever.

This is where, in my opinion, Performance Based Marketing totally wipes the floor with any other 
type of marketing. You see, I only pay my partners for the sales they actually generate.  

Let me say that again as it’s a really important point and THE fundamental difference that makes 
this marketing strategy my #1 go-to tactic.
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Done correctly, Performance Based Marketing ensures you ONLY pay for leads when they turn 
into sales.

Now that’s cool right?

That means zero upfront ad spend.

I hope you can see why this strategy is my go-to default for growing any business I start or invest in.

Now in this guide I answer the #1 question I get asked and I offer 24 ‘Cool and Helpful’ 
techniques to completely smash through the number 1 challenge that blocks most from making 
this strategy work for them.

However, I know some people at this stage would also like to learn more about the 
fundamentals of Performance Based Marketing - what it really means, examples of how it works, 
and how they can quickly and easily implement it in their business.

So for those of you interested in this I’ve also created another guide. It’s called ‘7 Cool and 
Helpful Steps to Make More Money in Your Business’. It’s completely free of charge as a THANK 
YOU for taking action and trusting me enough to exchange your email for this material.

We’re ready to start right on the next page. Just before we do I’d totally love you to check out 
my new private invite only Facebook Group called Partnership Profits.  As a second THANK YOU 
this is your invitation to join for free right now.  

Here’s Your Invitation To Join Partnership Profits for FREE! - Click Here

I’m planning lots of super cool and helpful things for the group. I’ll be running LIVE monthly Q&A 
sessions, LIVE monthly detailed tutorials and LIVE implementation sessions. It’s going to be a 
valuable asset and fun too!

See you in Partnership Profits soon!

Enjoy the guide. All the best,
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INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDE

Affiliate partners are your free sales force. They’ll only earn commission from you AFTER they 
have driven the new customer to you and the sale is closed. Basically, as a business owner, 
they are a godsend and you are really missing out if you do not capitalise on this highly 
profitable growth strategy. 

The number one question that I’m asked is how to recruit the right affiliate partners in the first 
place and the second question is how to recruit even more?! 

So let’s start by looking at what an affiliate partner is really looking for from you, the business 
owner.     

When a potential affiliate partner shows an interest in your affiliate marketing program, make 
sure that you communicate all of your best sales information to help them choose your 
business. You are inevitably in competition with other business owners. 

Typically, what they want to know is can they make a decent profit from working with you, will 
you help them or ignore them, are you easy to deal with, will you delight their customers or 
cause complaints, will you reward their success with ongoing incentives and closer partnership 
options, is there a progression route to even better commission levels?

Once you approve their application, you need to immediately set them up with some 
recommended products, tell them about some of the best ways to sell these products – 
maybe kick off an email autoresponder training programme. Tell them about the commission 
that other partners have already earned with these products. In short, do everything you can 
to EXCITE them about this new opportunity they have found. 

Why? 

Because we are all busy and we often choose the path of least resistance. If your response is 
overwhelmingly appealing to your new affiliate partner, it is human nature that they will favour 
you over the other businesses who expect them to discover the benefits of working with them 
for themselves... and believe me there’s a lot of businesses out there that do exactly this.

The good news is, it’s relatively easy to beat the competition and secure the best affiliate 
partners for yourself.

Before we start let me share with you my definition of what makes an ideal affiliate partner.
“Someone who has access to an audience of your ideal customers, where your product or 
service would be in demand whilst not directly competing with any of their own products or 
services. Somewhere you believe your product or service is in demand and would help them 
overcome a challenge, fix a problem or genuinely be value added.”

Now that framework is set, let’s uncover the best places I’ve learnt to look in order to find and 
recruit my very best affiliate partners.

Please note; these aren’t in any particular order...they are all Cool and Helpful ways to help you 
implement this strategy and start generating sales with ZERO UPFRONT investment. 
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FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Your friends and family already know you, like you and trust you, which makes 
them ideally placed to want to help you and, of course, help themselves.

Below I’ve suggested some simple emails that you can use asking them to be 
an affiliate partner as follows: 

“Hi James, I’m launching my new [product/training course] on October 1st and I 
was wondering if you would help support my launch as an affiliate partner. If this 
sounds interesting, let me know and I’ll send you some more information.” 

I’ve used the word “support” here rather than “promote” as your friends and 
family will want to help you as well as making money for themselves.

Now some people sometimes feel uncomfortable about approaching friends 
and family – usually along the lines of mixing business with pleasure and 
therefore crossing some kind of boundary.  So it’s important to remember that 
you’re offering them a huge opportunity to become a successful affiliate 
partner earning lots of money rather than only asking them for a favour. 

However, another approach could be to ask indirectly for their help. For 
example you could say: 

“Hi James, I’m launching my new [product/training course] on October 1st and I 
was wondering if you might know anyone who might be interested in supporting 
my launch as an affiliate partner. If you could introduce me, let me know and I’ll 
send them some more information.” 

This isn’t so direct as the first email and still gives your friend or family 
member the opportunity to declare their own interest as well as introducing 
you to others.

Pro Tip: When it comes to family, I would use the word support, instead 

of promote. Remember, you are offering them a huge opportunity to earn 

lots of money for themselves, so it is a real win-win.
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MEMBERSHIP SITES

The crucial point with all types of online forums, social media groups and 
membership sites is in the order that you do things. People don’t join 
membership sites just to be sold to, so when you join a membership site you 
need first to establish your credibility and usefulness. So, before you make 
any overtures to the members, you need already to have contributed and 
made a positive impact on the other members. You need to be involved in 
conversations; you need to comment constructively on existing threads; 
you should have already posted relevant and useful content that helps 
your other members.  

So make sure that you’re properly “part of the gang” before you send out any 
requests. And your next question is “but how will I know when it’s the right 
time?” There isn’t a single answer to this. It’s about feel and seeing what other 
people do and how they are perceived by others (including your own 
reactions). As a rule of thumb, on social media for example, I advocate a 12-1 
ratio between giving and receiving. In other words, 12 positive contributions 
have earned you the right to post one “sales opportunity request” etc. 

Be brave, dive in, and measure your response. 

As ever, make the request simple, short and sweet and be sure to include 
a link to a specially tailored landing page so your fellow members can 
understand how much money they will be able to make.

If you would like to see some good examples of tailored landing pages pop 
over and join my Facebook Group - Partnership Profits and ask me for some 
examples in a quick post.

Pro Tip: Establish credibility first...be cool and helpful! My rule is always to 

GIVE, GIVE, GIVE (x12) before you ask for anything in return. When you do 

ask, follow the rule of three S’s: keep it Simple, Short and Sweet.
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LIVE EVENTS 
AND NETWORKING

In terms of your time and the cost of attending or even staging live events, this 
may appear to be an expensive way of signing up new affiliate partners. 
However, nothing beats a face-to-face discussion and a firm handshake in 
starting a new relationship. And I say the word relationship deliberately 
because we always have to work out WHY the other party is a member of the 
group or has turned up to the networking event. I can probably guarantee that 
they didn’t turn up hoping that someone would “sell to them” an opportunity. 
They are probably attending as they want someone to “buy from them” instead. 
So, if you launch straight into sales mode, you’re probably not going to be very 
successful.  

The secret is to establish the relationship and the best way of doing this is to 
ask lots of questions about them, their business, their family, their aspirations 
and their ambitions for the future. The more you know about them, the better 
you can shape your answers when they eventually ask you about your 
business. 

Here are just two examples of how to answer the question “So, What Do You 
Do?” 

“I ensure all my partners make a secondary income”  

“We provide a set of proven products that over 50 affiliate partners are now 
successfully selling to their own audiences/communities.”  

Note, it’s the RESULTS of what you do that is important, not the process.

“I’m in Performance Based Marketing” is about as exciting a response as “I’m 
an accountant” (no offence, I love accountants!) but it’s a missed opportunity. 
Accountants maximise people’s take-home earnings by advising their clients 
how to use the country’s tax laws to their best advantage – 
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their “results” as accountants are “reduce my tax bill”, “increase my pension”, 
“maximise my take-home pay”, “help me plan my family’s future”, “fund my son’s 
education” etc.

So your goal is to make friends and start relationships with people and to find 
out whether any of them might be interested in a further discussion about how 
you can help them make a lot of money – or better, to satisfy the ambitions 
that they have spoken about during your chat. 

It’s a networking event so you’ll need to speak to as many people as possible, 
whilst being polite and attentive to each conversation. This isn’t easy and it is 
an art form that needs practice. Nothing beats experience as over time you will 
acquire a sixth sense that may indicate how successful your new relationship 
may turn out. 

The key to networking turning to business is all about the FOLLOW-UP. 
 
Pre-prepare a set of graded replies BEFORE you attend the event. Grade One 
is if they said “this sounds fabulous, let’s meet later this week!” to Grade Five 
“I’m interested but not sure I fully understand etc”. Grade One needs a phone 
call to make an appointment, whereas you may send Grade 5 responses to 
an email autoresponder taking the reader on a journey of how they can make 
money by partnering with you.

Remember to include Call To Actions so when the penny drops they can 
contact you easily!

Pro Tip: Attendees haven’t come to an event to be sold too. Play the long 

game. Make it about them, listen and understand their WHY. WHY are they 

there and how can you help them first? ALWAYS make sure to FOLLOW-UP, 

don’t be the one who says, “I’ll email you.” and then doesn’t.
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COMPETITOR LAUNCHES

In the normal course of events your competitors are your competition. But in 
the world of Performance Based Marketing, your competitors affiliate partners 
could be your affiliate partners too! 

Let’s say you’re a toy manufacturer. Your competitors affiliate partners are 
selling your competitors toys to their audience. Do you think they might want 
to sell your toys to that same audience as well? Absolutely, they would and 
they probably already understand your market, your proposition and benefits 
as well.  

So look for affiliate partners that are selling your competitors products! One 
place to look is at your competitors launches. ALWAYS sign up to your 
competitors programs. 

Why not approach those people who you can see are marketing the product or 
service directly with an email congratulating them on working with your 
competitor. Ask whether they would be interested in meeting with you to 
discuss your complementary products that they could add to their portfolio 
as they would appeal to the audience too.

N.B. Be patient, they may have just signed up with your competition after a 
period of evaluating their company and are now getting to grips with their 
affiliate partnership program so may initially think they haven’t got the 
resources to take you on as well.

As ever it’s about how best you can help them. Get creative.

Pro Tip: Your closest competitors have a near enough identical audience to 

you. Sign up to their programs and seek out the partners they are working 

with. Look for angles where you can help and add additional value to some

of their partners...it won’t be all of them, just look for the ones with the best 

fit.
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ONLINE FORUMS

In the real world, people are naturally drawn to like-minded and similar people 
that match their own interests and beliefs and the online world is no exception. 
Similar professionals will congregate in online forums and groups that are 
related to their industry, their affiliate partners, and of course their customers 
too so you will want to join these communities. 

The easiest way to find them is to search for your niche (product/industry etc.) 
alongside the word forum. So if you search for “remote control cars forum” you 
will find the RCUniverse Forum, which discusses all forms of remote controlled 
vehicles etc. and appears to have 626,953 members. So, if this is relevant to 
you, you need to join.
 
Remember your online etiquette rules first; you need to establish your
credibility as a member of the group before you start promoting your affiliate 
partnership opportunity. Be helpful, share great content, join the conversations, 
and actively build relationships with other members. 

As before, when targeting blogger sites and people via other social media 
platforms, set up an affiliate partner landing page in advance to which you can 
direct any interested followers.

Join my Facebook Group - Partnership Profits now and ask me for some 
examples.

I’d strongly recommend you include a short video on your landing page to 
explain your affiliate partnership opportunity to people who aren’t already familiar 
with these programs. Explain how much money they could potentially make, how 
it works and use a contact form so people can contact you for more information 
or request a personal Skype or Zoom call.

Pro Tip: As with Membership Forums this is about the long game. Build up 

the law of reciprocity GIVE… GIVE...GIVE (X12) before you ask for anything in 

return. Set up your Affiliate Partner landing page on your own website and 

include a short explanation your partnership opportunities.
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FACEBOOK ADS

Facebook Ads have changed the game as you can directly target the key 
individuals that fit into your niche. Look for the key influencers in your niche 
(there’s more on researching your market influencers later in the guide).

Also look for people who follow affiliate networking sites in your sector/niche 
as they may be looking for more products to promote to their audiences. Look 
for people who follow online marketing specialists – particularly in affiliate 
marketing as they will already understand your proposition. 

Ensure you direct your ad recipients to a detailed landing page with loads of 
information about your proposition and a very simple contact form to collect 
their name, email and phone number, so you can follow up with them 
separately.

This technique typically draws in more advanced affiliate partners who, more 
than likely, already make a significant income from partnering with others.

As they are more advanced your follow up needs to match their level of 
understanding with your offer.  You’ll probably need to have an understanding 
of your EPC (Earnings Per Click) ratio to allow them to see how profitable their 
programme can be for them.

Therefore, if this is all completely new to you, I strongly suggest recruiting 
partners via other techniques suggested here and save this for when you have 
some good data behind you to share.

If you’d like to run your proposal by me directly pop over and join my free Face-
book Group - Partnership Profits. Drop a post in there and I’ll jump on and help 
you directly.

Pro Tip: Look at how you can run ads to specific key influencer audiences in 

your niche. Specific adverts targeting such as “interest”, “likes” and “fans 

of”, will generate you better quality high engaging leads, who are more likely 

to be interested in partnering with you.
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LINKEDIN ADS

Similar to our Facebook Ads proposition but LinkedIn Ads can be specifically 
targeted at individual LinkedIn groups. If these groups are full of your target 
affiliate partner prospects, then tailor the Ad as far as possible – you could 
even mention the specific LinkedIn group in your ad and maybe even offer a 
special additional commission percentage for any affiliate partners signing up 
from this specific group in the next 30 days etc. 

Adding an additional commission percentage to people who have already 
come across you (as you are a contributor first aren’t you?!) may well add a 
lot more interest to your proposal. However, LinkedIn Ads may often work out 
more expensive to run than Facebook advertising so do your research and 
make sure you’ve selected the right group!

Pro Tip: Target specific groups where your ideal partners are visiting 

regularly. Stay specific though, for this to work well you do need to know 

the profile of your ideal partner quite well. If you’d like help here join my 

private Facebook Group - Partnership Profits and drop me a line in there.
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LINKEDIN

LinkedIn itself is a great place to meet people and network in general. There 
are plenty of LinkedIn groups in just about any sector you can imagine and 
even niche blogger groups too. Post and participate in discussions, positioning 
yourself as an affiliate partnership opportunity for your niche product range. 

Although some people will be looking for you, you’ll need to do the targeting 
and, at the right stage, ask your recent contacts if they would like to consider 
your affiliate partner program.

There’s another “trick” with LinkedIn, in that you can see who is connected to 
who? 

So, if there’s an individual that you would like to recruit as an affiliate partner 
who you aren’t already connected with, they may well be a secondary or 
tertiary connection. I’m regularly amazed how I’m often just a connection or 
two away from the person I’d like to meet... it’s a small world.

So find out who on your list is connected to them and contact your connection 
requesting an introduction. 

Offer to return the favour and explain that you have an opportunity that might 
help them.

Pro Tip: Do your homework and invest a little time mapping out your ideal 

partner profile. Take a look and see who is connected with who? I’m often 

amazed how I’m often just one person away from the person I’d like to chat 

with. Work out how you can mutually help each other.
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TWITTER
AND KEY INFLUENCERS

Twitter is stacked full of useful influencers, who post information related to 
your products and services. Search for all terms related to your niche products 
in order to find out what is being said that is relevant to your opportunity. Then 
spot WHO are having these conversations. 

Seek out these key people. Follow them, retweet, and comment on their 
tweets, in order to get them to follow you. Again follow the online etiquette of 
participation before request, but your ultimate goal is to approach these key 
people directly to ask them if they would be interested in becoming an affiliate 
partner for your product or service so don’t beat about the bush for ages. 
Twitter is a more ‘assertive’ platform and therefore you can be a little bolder 
and go for the ask slightly earlier than on other platforms.

Pro Tip: Twitter is a great quick way to find a collection of key influencers 

in your niche. Search profiles for keywords your ideal partner would use to 

describe themselves. Research relevant #tags. Look at how they 

communicate with their audience? Are they promoting other businesses 

products? What keywords do they use? Is there a pattern?
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NON-PROFITS
AND CHARITABLE GROUPS

This is a bit more of an advanced strategy, the non-profit or charitable 
organisation is able to say to their audience, “Buy your [product or service] 
through our [company name] link and we earn money.” They are offered a 
commission payment which in turn is re-invested into the business or charity.

It’s a real win-win.

The Non-profit/charity earns a commission, which is, in the minds of the 
buyers, the same as a donation. 

Think of the groups you are already a part of or that might be a good fit for your 
product or service and reach out to them. Make it a win-win and they can be 
very profitable for you. 

Pro Tip: Does your business focus on giving back/community/education? If 

yes, partnering with a non-profit or charity could elevate your business brand 

and reputation to a new level. If it doesn’t, perhaps it should! Often these

types of partnerships create lots of new opportunities too.
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TRADE GROUPS

Many trade groups and associations have members who would be perfect as 
affiliate partners for your products. However, managers of trade groups are 
used to being approached by all sales people looking for introductions to their 
members. Therefore, you have to make your approach attractive to the trade 
group managers themselves – what makes you different from everyone else? 
Therefore, it’s best to research your competitor affiliate partner programs 
before taking this route. 
 
Make sure you know why you’re a better option for them, it might be you offer 
a higher commission level, you offer a longer cookie period, you have a lower 
level of returns, you have a better conversion rate, you have the best customer 
service in your niche etc. 

Some of the more creative angles I’ve used to stand out are:

- I’ve included an online training course with the products, free of charge, to 
help purchasers get the best out of the product straight away.

- I’ve offered discounts or additional trade group commission incentives to 
sweeten the pill.

As in many of these examples, it’s a double sale. You need to convince the 
trade group to help you access their members and then you need to convince 
their members to sign up as an affiliate so make sure you’re always suggesting  
a win/win/win scenario.

Pro Tip: Work out what you can bring to the table that is unique to you and 

a big benefit to them? Then TELL them, don’t SELL them! No one likes being 

pitched at.
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MASTERMIND GROUPS

Masterminds are a collection of high-level important influences in a particular 
business sector.

This is an advanced tactic and one to roll out when your program is established 
with good performance ratios. However, when you’re at this stage you will 
more than likely attract your best affiliate partners at mastermind events.

I attend 5 Mastermind events every year...they are the first thing that goes on 
my calendar, often booking 12 months in advance.

You can normally research mastermind groups by searching Google and 
LinkedIn for your Mastermind Group in [your niche/sector].

Masterminds are all about sharing and helping others in anyway you can 
building long term relationships and looking synergistically for mutually 
beneficial opportunities.

I approach these from a “how can I help you” position.

Business owners who attend masterminds tend to, in my experience, be 
operating a pretty successful forward thinking business and therefore, more 
often than not, will also already have an awareness of affiliate partners and 
Performance Based Marketing.

Above all, at this level in particular, it’s a relationship game.
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I recently cemented the deal with a huge affiliate partner I’d been nurturing for 
a client of mine for over six months whilst we were lounging around the pool 
one evening. I think this is a perfect example of how you should approach 
masterminding as a longer term advanced strategy built on relationships. 

I guarantee though, it will be the place you recruit your highest earning affiliate 
partners.

Just be cool, helpful and patient.

Pro Tip: Research most relevant masterminds in your niche and make a plan 

to attend. This will take a little investment, travel and time but there are BIG 

WINS to be had here. When you’re there remember to play to long game and 

add value to others in every way you can. You’ll be paid back ten times over.
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REFERRALS FROM
YOUR OWN AFFILIATES

Once you have a number of successful affiliate partners up and running, 
these people can become your biggest source of new affiliate partners! 
So make sure you ask them!

Make sure that you do offer to appoint any introductions from your existing 
affiliate partners as “second-tier” affiliates. Meaning, for every sale that the 
second tier affiliate partner brings in, the inviting affiliate partner will also earn a 
percentage (typically between around an additional 10% of the original 
commission). 

This is why I’m a massive advocate of setting your base commission level at 
40%.  It creates the opportunity for your affiliate partners to recruit other affiliate 
partners and be rewarded by earning an additional 10% on their sales.

Many full time affiliate partners build networks of secondary tier affiliate 
partners to maximise their income.

Please note: I never structure a program to offer more than a second tier 
commission. This is not about ‘pyramid marketing’ - that structure just doesn’t 
work long term. Single and double tier programs work extremely well... just 
don’t get carried away!

For more advice and guidance on setting up and structuring your program and 
commission levels pop over and join my Facebook Group - Partnership Profits 
and feel free to post and ask me for the help you need.

Pro Tip: Create a 10% bonus to motivate your top affiliate partners to 

promote your program and recruit a second tier affiliate partner. Just stick to 

1st and 2nd tiers though otherwise it will get way too complicated.
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YOUR OWN 
MARKETING LISTS

If you’ve been running your own email marketing lists then you already have 
an audience that understands you, your products and your case studies for 
example. 

Hopefully, you’ve developed a personality with these campaigns and your 
audience will identify with you and ideally know, like and trust you as well. 
Many of your readers may be interested in becoming your affiliate partners too, 
although you can’t assume that they are already understand how Performance 
Based Marketing really works.

Ideally you need to direct your readers to a quick little explanation video.

I tend to record these in two levels:

Level One - is all about explaining the opportunity, how much money they can 
make and the amount of help you will give them. 

Level Two - is the actual training in how to make your affiliate partnership
marketing program work for them. Where they copy and paste their tracking 
link from and where they grab the advertising banners and pre-written 
marketing copy you’ve developed for them.

Whilst this might seem like extra work, in fact everything we are suggesting in 
these pieces is modular and can be reused in multiple situations.

Why wouldn’t you create a quick little video tutorial or two on how to become 
a successful affiliate partner in your program? 
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Think how useful this could be for your new affiliate partner across the board 
and as a tool to motivate your current partners to take action. I use this 
technique to remind existing affiliates how much more they could earn from 
you (and therefore for you!)

In conclusion, you can’t help enough, every dollar spent on helping your 
affiliate partners succeed will be repaid tenfold in the future!

Pro Tip: Every business has people around it that are just waiting for an 

opportunity to build a closer relationship. Create a webpage with two tutorial 

videos; 1) Explain the opportunity, 2) Explain how they can quickly and easily 

take the next step and get started.
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YOUR CUSTOMERS

This is another slightly more advanced strategy and one which takes a little 
more tactical thought and strategy.

Building ‘Alumni’ programs, as I call them, has been a great revenue stream for 
me and my clients. After all, who better to promote your products than 
someone who has already bought them and also derives pleasure or meets 
a real need from them?

Take a moment to look around your living room or office and you’ll find a 
number of products that you have bought that you would be quite happy to 
recommend to others and you could earn money for doing so!

However, as with friends and family, many businesses seem to be reluctant to 
invite their clients to promote their products. It’s often because they fear that 
they are stretching the customer relationship and are afraid of breaking it and 
thereby losing a valuable customer.

This is all about how you present the opportunity to your audience and you 
really shouldn’t be running your business from a position of fear.

I tend to say something like this;

“As a valued customer, who has regularly engaged with us and purchased many 
of our products, we would like to reward your loyalty with an opportunity to make 
some money by sharing your experiences of our products with others” 

In other words, it’s a reward for being a great client rather than a request for 
help.
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Quite often I see these types of programs called a ‘Refer A Friend’ scheme, 
where customers could benefit by introducing you to one of their friends, 
family or colleagues. This terminology tends to consistently work quite well 
across multiple sectors and niches.

If you use a system such as InfusionSoft that runs your partnership program 
and CRM on the same platform you can automatically sign your customers up 
as affiliate partners. Then set up an autoresponder campaign to invite them to 
promote X number of days later after their initial purchase.

Pro Tip: For this to work well you have to know your customer audience 

super well, but that’s just good business practice anyway right? Reward your 

top ‘ideal’ customers with an option/benefit to refer a friend to your 

business. Don’t be pushy...just share the opportunity with them, those that 

are ideal will step up.
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RECIPROCAL PARTNERSHIPS

There are many opportunities where two different companies both share the 
same audience and are selling non-competitive products to their respective 
audiences.

For example:

One of my previous clients sells capping and bottling machines to the 
pharmaceutical industry and has recently set up a reciprocal partnership with 
a manufacturer of labelling machines. An easy quick win-win for both sides.

Each company will earn commission on any resulting sales and both 
companies are promoting all machines to their own audiences using both 
email marketing techniques and also promoting each other’s machines via 
their websites.

Amusingly, they’ve never used the term “affiliate” in any of their discussions – 
it’s simple a reciprocal marketing partnership!

Pro Tip: What other products or services do your ideal customers research/

buy when your own product or service would be a great complementary 

purchase? Do you have a company in mind who has a a great add on 

product or service to your own? These relationships work very well indeed. 

Who would be interested to be a reciprocal partner with you?
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COMPETITORS

I often see a lot of wasted time and energy positioning our competitors as evil, 
a threat or our mortal enemies, whereas in the vast majority of cases, the 
markets are big enough for everyone to run a successful business.

Not only that but, actually, your competitors could be your best affiliate 
partners too.

Yes, I did just say that!

Very few companies are universally competitive across the board with an exact 
match to all products across all ranges and price points, so actually, your 
competitor at one level could be a great partner at another level. Of course, 
you have to develop trust between the two parties for this to work.

Nevertheless, over the years I’ve created some incredibly successful 
partnerships around this strategy.

For example, if one party has an entry level product and their competitor has 
an in-depth highly detailed higher end product then it makes perfect sense to 
offer the detailed product to your audience as a logical up-sell. Likewise your 
competitor could sell your product as an introduction or a “down-sell” to their 
range of products.

It’s better long-term to help every lead that comes your way and make a 
commission on a sale that you may have lost simply due to price point or a 
small mismatch in how you’re able to help them in your own business.
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Please don’t be short sighted and believe you need to keep everything to 
yourself. That’s a belief that doesn’t serve anyone particularly well in my
experience.

Pro Tip: Don’t be afraid of your competition, often there’s a beneficial angle 

for both businesses. Is there an upsell/downsell product/service that would 

immediately add additional revenue and serve your customers well. 

Remember, great businesses with great products, a loyal customer base, 

great customer service have nothing to be scared of.
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GOOGLE

You may have heard of this – it’s the world’s biggest search engine! 

And, in theory, it gives you access to every piece of published information that 
has been deliberately made available on the web! 

You have the biggest research tool in the world at your fingertips and that’s still 
incredible to understand. 

Specifically, a great technique using Google to find new affiliate partners works 
as follows:     

Start by searching for your competitors by name and by product name. Look 
out for blog articles which appear in the search results where other people are 
promoting them.

Then find out the contact information for those promoters. 

Create a comprehensive strategy to talk to these individuals. They may not be 
receptive to your first approach as they don’t know you so this will require a 
tactical plan – maybe a series of emails about how you have helped other 
affiliate partners – with examples and, yes you’ve guessed it, a link to your 
affiliate partnership program landing page.  

Pro Tip: Research who is promoting your competitors blogs, products, 

services. Build a first class nurture strategy to draw these potential affiliate 

partners into your business. Be clear what benefits your program offers 

over that of your competitors.
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OUTREACH

There are some amazing tools in outreach software that enable you to type in 
a keyword and then find thousands of bloggers and potential partnership 
opportunities in seconds for your target keywords in any niche. Using filters 
you can refine the results by bloggers, influencers, and companies etc.
 
Tools to look at include;
NinjaOutreach
Buzzsumo
AffiliateLeads.Net

You can then create a tactical follow up “outreach approach” plan of how to 
turn these influencers and bloggers into your latest affiliate partners by 
introducing them to your program.

In an ideal world, you would write personally to each company/contact as this 
will be the best way of attracting the better affiliates. 

As a compromise you could have an initial email campaign and as soon as one 
of your contacts clicks on a “find out more” link, you contact them personally. 

This doesn’t mean you can’t boilerplate and prepare what those initial 
responses will look like but it does allow you to focus your own time really well 
and only invest time speaking with those who’ve shown and interest.

Still sounds like a bit of a faff?
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Okay, so how much could an additional successful affiliate partner earn for you 
if they sold just 2 products a week (that’s 100 products a year)?

Okay so doesn’t that make it worth doing properly!

Pro Tip: Create an email nurture sequence which will filter interested 

affiliate partners into your program. Once they are at the “click here to find 

out more” stage reach out to them personally. A personal approach stands 

out in today’s digital age and IS the key factor to building a good partner 

relationship. 
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BROKER SITES

Now, this one is a really cool time saving trick.

There are a collection of websites out there that provide the opportunity for 
you to advertise/post your affiliate partnership opportunity to their group of 
registered affiliate marketers and website visitors.

Whilst this does normally require a small advertising fee the following sites are 
ones that have generated good new affiliate partner leads for me in the past.

I suggest you check out:
Top-Affiliate.com
AffiliateScout.com
AssociatePrograms.com
AffiliateRanker.com
AffiliateSeeking.com
AffiliatesDirectory.com
AllAffiliatePrograms.com
AffiliatePrograms.com

It’s worth signing up to them as a affiliate yourself so you can see how they 
promote and talk to their list. I always do this/review this first to check on the 
frequency of their emails to ascertain how proactive they are ‘at that point in 
time’ in promoting their new opportunities.

There’s normally a small spend involved here so I recommend you take some 
time to make sure your proposal wording, branding and sign up pages all look 
and function really well.
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If you’d like me to scan over your proposal here in advance just pop over and 
join my Facebook Group - Partnership Profits drop me a line with some links
and I’ll get some feedback to you, normally within 48 hours.

Pro Tip: Take a look at how these broker sites communicate to their affiliate 

partners. They are often a great way to start. If you need something a little 

more customised head of over to my private Facebook Group - Partnership 

Profits and drop me a line. 
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YOUR OWN WEBSITE

Hopefully by now, it goes without saying that you need to promote your own 
Affiliate Partnership program on your own website. 

Although, you’d be amazed just how many businesses miss this step. It truly 
shocks me every time. You know the saying “you can’t see the wood for the 
trees.” It’s so true!

Make sure your website has a link in the footer section at the bottom of every 
page, which takes you to a website version of the Affiliate Partnership Landing 
Page.   

Search Engine Optimisation becomes important in this area.

Firstly, you need to know what other affiliate partners are searching for when 
they are actively looking for your program. 

You then need to ensure these phrases and content are well represented on 
your web search so that your website will rank well on the Google, Yahoo and 
Bing results pages.  

If an affiliate has an audience who buy sunglasses and is looking for other 
affiliate partner programs to join and promote they will be interested in 
products from Ray-Ban, Oakley, Tom Ford, Gucci, Police, Hawkers etc. so make 
sure that your affiliate partnership webpage comes up when your key niche 
products are searched for or you could miss out on a new affiliate partner. 
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Make sure all of your content posts are rich in your niche keywords and link 
back or are hosted on your website. Consistently updating your News and Blog 
pages enable your site to be saturated with your keywords organically over 
time and this will boost your rankings up the search engine results pages.      

You can then optimise this page for SEO with keywords in your niche and run 
PPC campaigns via Google Adsense, which brings us onto Pay Per Click tactics. 

Pro Tip: Create an affiliate partner invite page on your own website. Nail 

your Search Engine Optimisation (S.E.O.). Put yourself in your ideal affiliate 

partners shoes… what keywords are they using to search for your partner 

opportunities with businesses like yours?
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PAY PER CLICK (P.P.C.)

A faster way to get on the front page of Google is to use Pay Per Click.
 
Essentially you outbid your competitors by paying to be promoted for the 
key search terms that are most relevant to recruiting new affiliate partners.
So, if you’re promoting a niche training course and want to attract new affiliate 
partners then “niche phrases” plus “affiliate program”, “jv program” or “referral 
program” might be a good place to start. 

As ever, you’ll send the traffic that clicks here to a unique landing page that is 
highly relevant to the exact phrase searched and will also enable you to track 
the success of your PPC campaign.

Each click will cost you money and therefore you need to evaluate the 
potential costs of these campaigns against the potential success of your new 
affiliate partners.

This option requires some constant monitoring, testing and measuring to get 
in right. DO NOT set this going and then think you can forget about it.  Like all 
PPC campaigns you must keep an eye on it, manage your spend and track the 
quality of leads that are coming in.

Pro Tip: See the previous tip and make sure you use a mixture of good S.E.O. 

and P.P.C. to rank at the front page of Google. Don’t put all your eggs in one 

basket!
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THE AFFILIATE NETWORKS

Affiliates are constantly scanning the biggest and most popular Affiliate 
Networks like AWIN, CJ and Clickbank, for example, on the look-out for more 
businesses that are relevant to their audience.

Check these sites out and consider registering with them for at least one of 
your products or services.

If your product line up allows, I would suggest listing products here that are 
entry level ‘buy ins’ to your business. Therefore allowing you to capture a new 
customer whilst only paying commission on a lower level sale... smart hey?...!!

They will also be comparing many affiliate programs with each other on 
commission, cookie length, refund rate, earnings per click and the size of the 
opportunity, so make sure your pitch is spot on and compares favourably with 
the other businesses in your niche on these sites.

Please note: although it’s an option to accept anyone who applies via these 
sites, I strongly recommend you don’t do this. Your best affiliate partners will be 
those with whom you develop a good relationship so let’s start the ball rolling 
at the outset. You’ll need to decide on your evaluation criteria and be geared 
up to respond quickly to all sign up requests.

These sites are designed to attract new affiliate partners and so you must take 
advantage of this opportunity in your overall recruitment strategy.

Pro Tip: Use the affiliate networks for what they are really good at… 

spreading the word to the masses. However, be sure to know what is your 

ideal affiliate partner candidate looks like? PLUS what’s the minimum criteria 

they must meet for you to be 100% comfortable with them promoting you?
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WORK WITH AN AGENCY

There are affiliate marketing agencies, also known as Outsourced Program 
Management or O.P.M. agencies that can help you attract new affiliate partners 
and manage your affiliate marketing for you. 

One of the major advantages of using an O.P.M. is that they should already 
have contact with thousands of affiliate partners and, if they are familiar with 
your niche, they may be able to move you forward much faster than under your 
own steam. 

As with any agency, there are good, bad and excellent ones and you will still 
need to manage them and evaluate their expense against results and the 
costs and time of doing it all yourself. 

Your own level of experience will come into play here as will your budget for 
sub-contracting to an agency. Take advice, look for testimonials and 
recommendations from their other customers and agree a trial period before 
committing to a longer term contract.

Remember that attracting new affiliate partners and managing your existing 
affiliates is a full time job with enormous rewards for doing it successfully, so 
whilst you may want some initial help to get up and running, you should plan 
to bring it in-house as soon as practicable.

If this is an option you’d like to consider further I’ve helped lots of businesses 
with introductions, interviews, proposal reviews, service level agreements and 
ultimately choose the right O.P.M. for them.
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This service has saved no end of clients a heap of time and money as well was 
offering peace of mind on their end selection.

Feel free to join my free Facebook Group - Partnership Profits and drop me a 
line. Alternatively, if you prefer you can email me directly on 
OPM@phillipgibbs.co.uk 

Pro Tip: If you decide on this route make sure you do your homework on at 

least three agencies. Choosing the wrong agency can be a very expensive 

and time consuming mistake. Seek advice from someone who’s experienced 

here and can see beyond the marketing gloss of the agency. 
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IN CONCLUSION
Well, as promised, that was a whistle-stop tour of the best ways I’ve found 
of attracting affiliate partners to your program. Don’t be daunted by the 
number of options - if you do a few of these really well, you’ll sign up 
lots of new affiliate partners. I’m not suggesting you need to do them all 
straightaway :-)

Similarly, at first glance, this looks like an enormous amount of work to do 
but actually they are all variations on a theme.

For example, you already need a great website and you already need 
some landing pages to highlight your affiliate partnership program. A good 
video explaining the benefits of your program will be using the same core 
information. You might choose to have a “modular” video explaining how 
Performance Based Marketing works for the inexperienced user and 
another “modular” video detailing the successes in your niche, which 
can be easily outsourced.  Pop over to my Facebook Group - 
Partnership Profits to find quick ways to do this.  

Additionally, you are going to meet prospects, so what is your follow-up 
written strategy? Boilerplate some core text and prepare some 
scenarios – a “letter” following: the first meeting, the follow-up meeting, 
a hot prospect, a longer-term interest, a competitor, an affiliate partner 
working for a competitor etc. even a reply to a “no thanks it’s not for me” 
asking for an introduction to someone else etc. Likewise your email 
follow-ups and autoresponders etc. will be based on the same messages.

None of these are onerous stand-alone pieces of work. They are simply 
interpretations and re-working of your core material to suit the individual 
scenarios we’ve discussed in the sections above.

The secret is to get a lot of these “templates” together in advance so 
actually managing and running the process of keeping in contact with 
your potential affiliates, ideally from within a decent CRM system, is as 
easy and efficient.

Above all, from first hand experience, I know it’s THE BEST strategy to 
quickly grow your bottom line profits and stop wasting time and money
on marketing that requires you to spend money upfront in the ‘hope’ it 
will come back sometime later on.

So, let’s get started! 

P.S. Join my private FREE Facebook Group - Partnership Profits 
and ask me whatever you need.
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